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FB-Tree: Highly Efficient Tree-Based Index for
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Abstract
To expand capacity, many resource-constrained industrial devices encrypt and outsource their private data to
public clouds, employing a searchable encryption (SE) scheme that provides efficient search service directly to
encrypted data. Current tree-based SE schemes can do this and support sublinear encrypted Boolean queries. However,
they all suffer from log n overhead in a search procedure. To resolve the challenge, in this paper, we propose a
new tree structure called the four-branch tree (FB-tree). Our key design is to build a tree node with four branches,
which helps a search reach the destination nodes with fast jumps. Based on the index tree, we setup two systems
for different requirements. The first system for efficiency-first settings achieves nearly optimal search complexity
and adaptive security. The second, constructed via an oblivious RAM for security-first environments, still achieves
worst-case sublinear search complexity. FB-tree performance is extensively evaluated with several real datasets. The
Experimental data demonstrate that the FB-tree-based systems outperform the state-of-the-art solutions in terms of
efficiency and scalability when Boolean queries are issued.
Index Terms
Industrial Security, Oblivious RAM, Searchable Symmetric Encryption.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Currently, many industrial devices extend their data services to cloud environment due to cheap and unlimited
resources. However, the cloud possibly exist many security risks, such as hacker’s attacks and leakages released from
malicious cloud managers. To address these issues, researchers have proposed searchable (symmetric) encryption
(SE/SSE) that allows a client to outsource an encrypted database to the cloud who can still answer the search
queries efficiently.
A Boolean query over encrypted data is a two-party protocol. The client initially outsources the encrypted files
as well as an index that is constructed from the files to the cloud. To perform a query, the client encrypts the
conjunctive/Boolean query ϕ(w1 , w2 , · · · , wu ) and sends it to the cloud. The query will be handled by the cloud
and finally a set of file identifiers DB(ϕ) are matched. In the protocol, it is assumed that the client (the device) is
trusted and the cloud is not fully trusted, which means that the cloud may attempt to obtain private information,
such as the file contents and plain-text search queries, yet the cloud always runs the protocol correctly. For example,
a device remotely searches its files from the encrypted index with some input conditions, using a Boolean SQL
query “select * from data where name=‘dev5’ or name=‘dev6’ and type=‘tp100’ ”.
There are many tree-based SSE works that support efficient conjunctive/Boolean queries, such as KRB [3],
BlindSeer [4], [5], PBTree [6], IBTree [7], and VBTree [8]. Their search efficiency benefits from the tree-based
design. That is, if a tree node does not match the query, it implies that its subtrees do not match the query. This
feature helps the conjunctive/boolean queries to reduce the search length significantly.
Unfortunately, these trees have the logarithmic search overhead in each query. If one tree node matches the
condition, the procedure should still touch every subtree level to obtain a result. On most occasions, the algorithm
accesses more nodes than necessary.
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Our main targets are 1) to remove this logarithmic multiplicative overhead by designing a new tree data structure,
and 2) to seek good security-efficiency trade-offs for various requirements.
A. Security Model
The IND-CKA2 security model in [12] is adopted for Boolean SSE solutions to evaluate the security level of the
index. The model has two parts: IND (indistinguishability), under which the real view and the simulated view are
indistinguishable in polynomial time, and CKA2, denoting that the adversary can adaptively choose keywords for
attacks. If there exists a simulator that can adaptively simulate the adversary’s view by using only the predefined
leakage function, it implies that the adversary cannot always infer any remaining keywords in the index in polynomial
time with nonnegligible probability, and the index is secure.
Oblivious RAM (ORAM), first proposed by Goldreich and Ostrovsky in [11], is a searchable encryption technique
to hide data access patterns in untrusted memory. In general, ORAMs are stronger than the adaptively-secure SSE
constructions due to all randomly accessed locations that are shuffled in every search/update operation. Index
shuffling enables the adversary to have no cumulative knowledge about the index and queries. The adversary learns
only the number of memory accesses performed on the data.
B. Limitation of Prior Art
The limitations of prior Boolean query work are described in two aspects.
First, the existing tree-based Boolean/conjunctive query SSE schemes suffer from logarithmic search overhead. Take IBTree [7] and VBTree [8] [34] as examples. The u-dimensional conjunctive query complexity is
O(u minw∈ϕ |DB(w)| log2 n), where n is the total number of files, and ϕ is a u-dimensional conjunctive query. If
n is large, the logarithmic overhead, in general, means a multiplier of several orders of magnitude.
Second, the leakages of the search and access patterns for Boolean searches are not completely acceptable. If
adequate well-correlated background knowledge is provided to the adversary, many access-pattern-based attacks
can partially disclose the device’s private data [22] [41] [42].
C. Proposed Approach
Two systems named FB-tree-1 and FB-tree-2 are proposed for different use cases. The first is for the efficiencyfirst environment, and the second is for the security-first environment.
The efficiency-first construction is based on a novel data structure called a four-branch tree that can remove the
logarithmic search overhead in a search query. Informally, a four-branch tree is a particular full binary tree, in which
each tree node has at most four branches. Two long branches are shortcuts to the nearest destination nodes for both
left-side search and right-side search, respectively, where the destination nodes mean the tree nodes traversed in
the search query. To search for files over a four-branch tree, unlike KRB, PBTree, IBTree, and VBTree, the search
process can always follow the shortcuts to arrive in the desired leaves. The search process is no longer beginning
from the tree root to leaves step by step.
FB-tree-1 achieves nearly optimal search efficiency for Boolean queries since all shortcuts help the search process
remove the logarithmic search overhead. The tree-based structure can also help the Boolean queries to be performed
efficiently. Although the operation contains controllable leakage, it does not directly reveal the query contents and
other vital privacy, and the solution is still adaptively secure. In reality, since most devices want much efficiency,
they will likely choose this security-efficiency trade-off.
The security-first construction is also based on the FB-tree structure that is put into an oblivious RAM. Even in
the ORAM, the logarithmic search overhead can still be removed. Through making back-box use of the oblivious
map proposed in [35], a root-to-leaf search will obliviously access a set of tree nodes that are completely hidden
from the cloud. With these tree nodes and branches, the client can perform the Boolean query locally. An advantage
of FB-tree-2 is that the number of accessed tree nodes in the search query is minimized. The saved accesses will
contribute to reducing communication overhead and search time.
FB-tree-2 achieves high-level security and sublinear search complexity at the cost of many client-server interactions and some client-side computations. If the network latency is very low (e.g., <1 ms), this solution is a
recommended option. Despite the fact that additional communication overhead and interactive rounds are induced,
the hardware enclave based technique proposed in [38] will mitigate these problems.
Table I shows the comparison of current typical tree-based Boolean query schemes.
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TABLE I: Comparison of current typical tree-based Boolean searchable encryption schemes
Scheme
KRB [3]
IBTree [7]
VBTree [8]
FB-tree-1
FB-tree-2

Index size
O(mn)
O(cn log n)
O(N log n)
O(N log n)
O(N log n)

Conjunctive query time
O(ux log n)
O(ux log n)
O(ux log n)
O(ux)
O(ux · toram )

Boolean query time
O(uvy log n)
O(uvy)
O(uvy · toram )

Query leakage
(SP, AP )
(SP, AP )
(SP, AP )
(SP, AP )
(nϕ , nf )

Rounds
1
1
1
1
O(uvy · roram )

The table denotes by n the number of files, m is the number of keywords that can be queried, N is the number of keyword-document pairs, SP is the
search pattern, AP is the access pattern, nϕ is the number of memory accesses for ϕ, nf is the number of file-block accesses for ϕ, toram is the
read/write time per access in an oblivious RAM, and roram is the number of read/write rounds per access between the server and the client in the oblivious
RAM. c = maxi∈[1,n] mi , where mi is the number of distinct keywords in the i-th file. q is a conjunctive query, q = w1 ∧ w2 · · · ∧ wu . ϕ is a CNF
query, ϕ = δ1 ∧ δ2 · · · ∧ δu , where each δi = wi,1 ∨ wi,2 · · · ∨ wi,v . x = minw∈q |DB(w)|, and y = minδi ∈ϕ |DB(δi )|. Assuming all disjunctions
have the same size, the symbol ‘-’ denotes that the approach was not mentioned in the papers. Note that (nϕ , nf ) is far less than AP .

D. Key Contributions
Our contributions are summarized in three aspects.
• First, FB-tree is a novel tree data structure that supports efficient Boolean queries. This tree can be encrypted
by many approaches for different-level security-efficiency trade-offs.
• Second, FB-tree-1 is the first SSE-based Boolean query scheme that achieves nearly optimal search efficiency,
adaptive security, and scalable index size with controllable leakage.
• Third, FB-tree-2 is the first ORAM-based Boolean query scheme that provides strong privacy protection and
sublinear search efficiency. It is, to the best of our knowledge, stronger than all the prior conjunctive/Boolean
constructions since the query leakage contains nothing of the search and access patterns.
E. Document Structure
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the related work of SSE and ORAM; Section
III shows the data structures and definitions of the FB-tree designs; Sections IV and V setup the two systems:
FB-tree-1 and FB-tree-2 in detail, respectively; Sections VI, VII, VIII consist of security analysis and proof, the
experimental performance data, and the conclusion with future work, respectively.
II. R ELATED W ORK
There is a long list of SSE-based secure keyword query schemes. Many early constructions are non-adaptively
secure, such as those in [10] [14]. The adaptively-secure ones of [3] [18] [26] [12], have an unscalable index
size of O(mn). Later, the researchers used pseudorandom functions to achieve adaptive security, including the
constructions of [13] [20] [24], etc.
Resent SSE work focuses their studies on forward and backward privacy [21] [32] [33] [39] to resist file injection
attacks [28]. Wu and Li proposed the first single-round zero-user-storage forward-private solution in [8].
For more functionality, there are many tree-based constructions [3] [6] [7] [8] and the inverted-index-based ones
[27] [31]. The difference is that the first exploits a search tree. Numeric data can be considered as text contents
through prefix encoding methods [6], which consider a numeric range query as a Boolean expression. Li et al.
proposed an SE scheme which supports multi-user voice searches in [43].
Oblivious RAMs (ORAMs) (e.g., [29] [30] [36] [37] [19]) are more secure than SSE constructions. They can
do read or write operations without the access pattern leakage, but they need many client-server communication
rounds per query.
Other encrypted searches include secure multi-party computation [25], homomorphic encryption [15] [16], and
order-preserving encryption [17].
III. DATA S TRUCTURES AND D EFINITIONS
In this section, a novel tree data structure called the four-branch tree (FB-tree) is proposed to create an index
for Boolean query SSE schemes. Before doing so, we introduce the keyword tree and w-tree first.
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A. Keyword tree and W-tree
The known tree-based constructions are summarized in the following form.
Definition 3.1L=3
(Keyword Tree). A keyword tree for an SE scheme is aa,b,c
binary tree for indexing keywords such that:
a,b,c
1) Each tree node0 contains
1 zero or more different keywords.
2) For any
nonterminal
tree
node v , if the left child treea,b,c
node is vl and the right is vr , then W (v) =
b
S a,b,c
0
1
0
1
W (vl ) W (vr ), where W (.) denotes a set of distinct keywords.
a,b a,c
b
A w-tree is a,b
a keyword
a,b,c btree containing at most the keyword w in each tree node. In the keyword tree, each
f1
f2
keyword w exists in different tree nodes. All the keywords f0
that equal
w form an individual binary tree called
f0:00 f1:01 f2:10 f3:11
w-tree. Therefore, a keyword tree is a set of w-trees.

keyword tree a,b
a

a,b
a,b a b
f0 f1 f 2

a w-tree
(w=‘a’)
b

a
f1 f2

a
f0

b

b
f0

w-tree
(w=‘b’)
b
f2

f1

Fig. 1: Keyword tree and its w-trees
Fig. 1 shows a keyword tree and its two w-trees. File f0 contains keywords
{S
‘a’,‘b’}, f1 contains keywords {‘a’},
S
and f2 contains {‘b’}, and then the root contains keywords {‘a’,‘b’} {‘a’} {‘b’}. This keyword tree includes
two w-trees (w=‘a’, w=‘b’).
In the keyword tree, each leaf is considered to be a different data file (may be empty) with a unique file identifier.
To construct a nearly balanced tree, a set of files (n files) are sequentially inserted into the tree leaves beginning
from leaf0 to leafn−1 . The client can submit a Boolean query and root-to-leaf search the tree in average logarithmic
time to retrieve the desired data files. The known keyword trees, such as KRB [3], PBTree [6], IBTree [7], and
VBTree [8], are capable of this work.
Each tree node is labeled with a unique path string for accessing tree nodes more efficiently. The paths of a full
binary tree are regular binary strings. A full binary tree is a binary tree with 2L − 1 tree nodes and 2L−1 leaves,
where L (root L=1) is the height of the tree. If the keyword tree is a full binary tree, the approach to encoding the
path of the tree node is stated as follows. For any nonterminal tree node, the tree branch to its left child is encoded
as ‘0’, and the right as ‘1’. For any tree node v , its path denotes a root-to-v branch string. The path of this tree
node can also be regarded as a pointer to this node. In the special case, the root path is empty. The path of the
w-tree
a,b converted from athew-tree
i-th leaf (zero-based)
is a binary
integer i, which
b can also be viewed as a file identifier.
keyword
treestring
(w=‘a’)
(w=‘b’)
Generally speaking, an L-bit integer
a the path value.
a,b is enough to hold
b
Another important concept for a w-tree is connection node. Given a keyword w, and its corresponding w-tree,
the connection node is a w-tree
node is a w-tree node with
a a children.
a with
a,b node
b
b A nonconnection
b two nonempty
only one nonempty child. Thef0number
the search complexity of the
f0 nodes
f1 f2 in the
f1 fof
2 connection
f0 w-tree
f1 fdetermines
2
w-tree since the search thread turns into two parts when it arrives in a connection node.

a,b a
f0 f1

b
f2

w-tree
(w=‘a’)

a

keyword tree a,b
a,b
b

b

a
f3

a
f0

w-tree
(w=‘b’)
b

b

a
f1

f2

f3

b
f0

f1

b
f2

f3

Fig. 2: Full binary keyword tree and its w-trees
Fig. 2 shows a full binary keyword tree (L = 3) converted from Fig. 1 as well as two w-trees. A w-tree of the
full binary keyword tree is still a full binary tree.
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B. Four-branch Tree
Definition 3.2 (Four-Branch Tree). A four-branch tree (FB-tree) is a full binary keyword tree (height=L) for a
searchable encryption scheme with the following properties:
1) It includes a set of full binary w-trees.
2) Each node of a w-tree has four branches (may be empty): two short branches and two long branches.
3) Two short branches are the pointers to the left child and right child, respectively. If a child is empty, the
corresponding pointer is empty.
4) The left long branch (may be empty) of the w-tree node is a pointer to the nearest left-side subtree node that
is a connection node or a nonempty leaf. The right long branch is similar to the left long branch.
TABLE II: Pointers of the FB-tree
w-tree
a
a
a
a
b
b
b
b
b

Current
‘’
‘0’
‘00’
‘01’
‘’
‘0’
‘1’
‘00’
‘10’

ShB1
‘0’
‘00’
”
‘’
‘0’
‘00’
‘10’
‘’
‘’

ShB2
‘’
‘01’
‘’
‘’
‘1’
‘’
‘’
‘’
‘’

LB1
‘0’
‘00’
‘’
‘’
‘00’
‘00’
‘10’
‘’
‘’

LB2
‘’
‘01’
‘’
‘’
‘10’
‘’
‘’
‘’
‘’

Type
non
con
leaf
leaf
con
non
non
leaf
leaf

Table II shows all the pointers of the FB-tree corresponding to the full binary keyword tree of Fig. 2. The column
‘Current’ means the path value of the current tree node, ‘ShB1’ means the left short branch, ‘LB1’ means the left
long branch, and so on. ‘non’ means a nonconnection node. ‘con’ means a connection node. For example, in the
root of the w-tree(w=‘b’), the left long branch points to the leaf ‘00’, and the right long branch points to the leaf
‘10’.
The core concept of FB-tree is the long branches (LBs). Given a w-tree node v , if the left-side subtree of v has
connection nodes, there is undoubtedly only one nearest connection node of v . The reason is that, if the subtree
has two nearest connection nodes, according to the definition of keyword tree, a new nearest connection node of
these two will appear, which is contrary to the assumption. If the left-side subtree of v has no connection nodes
and contains nonconnection nodes, there is at most one nonempty leaf in the left subtree. If the subtree has two
nonempty leaves, a new connection node will appear, which is also contrary to the assumption. The right long
branch is similar to the left long branch. Intuitively, since the long branches can jump over the nonconnection
nodes to arrive in the desired leaves quickly, the query processing is very efficient. This is the critical reason why
the FB-tree does not suffer from the logarithmic overhead in a search query.
Two short branches exist only logically, and they seem ‘discarded’. To save an FB-tree, we store only the long
branches, which can recover the short branches that make the tree compatible with the existing keyword trees.
If the height L is a constant (e.g., L = 32), given a keyword w and its corresponding ordered result set DB(w),
a full binary w-tree will be uniquely outputted.

L=4
0

0
a,b

1
a
a,b
0 1 0 1
a
a,b
f0 f1 f2 f3
root_A
node_B a

a,b

1

a,b 1
0
a,b
0 1 0
1
b a,b
f4 f5 f6 f7

Fig. 3: Full binary keyword tree with two keywords

root_A

a
a

node_B

b

b
b

0 1 0 1
a
a,b
f0 f1 f2 f3
root_A

root_A

a

node_B a

a
000

a

node_C

a
001

node_B

a

a

010

0 1 0
1
b a,b
f4 f5 f6 f7

011

100

b
b

101

b

b

a
a

node_C

b
110

111

000

6

001 010

011

b

b

b

100

101

110

111

Fig. 4: FB-tree with two keywords
Fig. 3 shows a full binary keyword tree of height L = 4 and Fig. 4 is its corresponding FB-tree. File f0 contains
keyword {‘a’}, f2 contains keywords {‘a’,‘b’}, and so on. For each nonempty w-tree node, two long branches are
added to point to its left or right nearest connection node (or leaves). All short branches are removed. Fig. 4 is an
FB-tree containing two w-trees (w=‘a’, w=‘b’). In w-tree(w=‘a’), the root node root A and its left child node B
are connection nodes, but in w-tree(w=‘b’), node B is a nonconnection node. In w-tree(w=‘a’), the left long branch
of the root is ‘0’, which points to node B , and the right long branch of the root is ‘101’, which points to the
5th leaf (the path of the 5th leaf is ‘101’). If searching for keyword ‘a’ to fetch {f0 ,f2 ,f5 }, the search only needs
to access root A(‘’,‘0’,‘101’)w=‘a0 and node B(‘0’,‘000’,‘010’)w=‘a0 without accessing nonconnection nodes and
leaves, since f0 :‘000’, f2 :‘010’, and f5 :‘101’ are final results. The dotted lines denote that the cloud does not learn
how many items there are in each tree node. The next section shows how to encrypt the tree.
An unencrypted FB-tree can be expressed by all nonempty w-tree nodes. Let W denote a set of all possible
keywords that can be queried. Given a keyword w ∈ W and a w-tree, (p0i , p1i , p2i )w denotes the i-th w-tree node
def

whose left LB is p1i , whose right LB is p2i , and whose node path is p0i . An FB-tree is denoted by Tf ul =
{(p01 , p11 , p21 )w , · · · , (p0r , p1r , p2r )w }w∈W , where r is the number of nonempty nodes of the corresponding w-tree.

C. Features of an FB-tree
An FB-tree contains a set of full binary w-trees, where each w-tree has three critical features.
1) The total number of nonempty leaves in a w-tree is |DB(w)|.
2) The total number of connection nodes in a w-tree is |DB(w)| − 1.
3) All w-trees share the same logical view, which is the full binary tree with a height of L.
The first feature can be deduced according to the definition of the w-tree.
The second feature shows the constitution of a w-tree. If the number of file results is 1, i.e., |DB(w)| = 1, the
number of connection nodes in the w-tree is zero. Every time one adds a different file that contains keyword w,
the number of connection nodes in the w-tree increases precisely one. For example, in Fig. 3, to insert a file f1
that contains keyword ‘a’, the newly added connection node is ‘00’. In the special case, the root node can also turn
into a connection node.
The third feature helps a Boolean query to be efficiently processed between different w-trees. A w-tree comes
from the corresponding keyword tree. If the original keyword tree is a full binary tree, then this w-tree is still a
full binary tree. Therefore, all w-trees share this same logical view. An FB-tree node is a set of w-tree nodes that
have the same path value. Note that, the FB-tree node is only a logical concept.
It is not difficult to deduce that the construction
complexity of Tf ul is O(N log2 n), where N is the total number
P
of keyword-document pairs (i.e., N = w∈W |DB(w)|), and n is the total number of files.
IV. FBT REE -1: A H IGHLY E FFICIENT B OOLEAN Q UERY SSE S YSTEM
This section shows how to encrypt an FB-tree by using only pseudorandom functions. FB-tree-1 has two variants:
FB-tree-1a in Algorithm I and FB-tree-1b in Algorithm III (Appendix A). The conjunctive query SSE system FBtree-1a consists of three polynomial time algorithms, FB-tree-1a=(Setup, Trapdoor, Search), and the CNF-query
FB-tree-1b is the extension of the first.
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A. Conjunctive Queries over an FB-tree
The conjunctive query system consists of three algorithms. ‘Setup’ is used to create an encrypted FB-tree for
later fast query processing. ‘Trapdoor’ is used to build an encrypted conjunctive query, which enables the cloud to
search for files over the index without learning the contents of files and queries. ‘Search’ is the algorithm conducted
by the cloud to get the matching results.
Overview of FB-tree-1. Conjunctive query processing has two methods: jumping and checking. Recall that in an
FB-tree, following the long branches, the cloud can jump over nonconnection nodes to quickly reach the target
leaves. Jumping means reduced search length. If a search process reaches a leaf (i.e., arriving in a data file), since
the jumps of long branches perhaps yield a false result, the cloud should check whether this file matches the
conjunctive query to filter the false result. Checking means discarding the incorrect results.

(a)000
a,b

(b)00

a,b

(b)0

L=4

(b)011
(b)000

a,b

b

(b)001

a,b

b

f0

f1

b
f2

f3

f4

f5

f6

f7

Fig. 5: An example of conjunctive queries over an FB-tree
An example. Fig. 5 shows an example FB-tree of height L = 4 when searching for ‘a ∧ b’, where ‘(a)000’ denotes
the path ‘000’ of the w-tree(w=‘a’), ‘(b)0’ denotes the path ‘0’ of the w-tree(w=‘b’), and so on. File f0 contains
two keywords {‘a’, ‘b’}, and f1 and f3 contain keyword ‘b’, respectively. If the conjunctive query ‘a ∧ b’ is
performed, the search steps are as follows. 1) In the root, the search follows the branch ‘(a)000’ instead of ‘(b)0’,
since ‘(a)000’ is the longest jump from the current node. Thus, node ‘0’ and node ‘00’ have been jumped over.
2) In the leaf ‘000’ (f0 ), the search checks whether the keyword ‘b’ exists in leaf ‘000’. In the above processing,
only two FB-tree nodes (corresponding to four w-tree nodes) are involved.
This example shows only the logical steps. In untrusted environments, all tree nodes and branches should be
encrypted with the following approach.
Setup. Given a set of files with file identifiers which vary from 0 to n − 1, these files are encrypted and inserted
into leaves of an FB-tree from leaf0 to leafn−1 . The FB-tree Tf ul is encrypted and put into a hash table. Let F
be a keyed pseudorandom function with a secret key K , and H1 be a collision-resistant hash function modeled as
a random oracle that outputs (l + 2L)-bit integers. In our experiments, l=160 and L=32. The i-th w-tree node is
denoted as (p0i , p1i , p2i ), where p0i points to the current node, p1i is the left long branch, and p2i is the right long
branch. The w-tree node p0i is first encrypted into H1 (p0i ||FK (w)). Let v ← H1 (node.p0i ||FK (w)). Then, v is
partitioned into three parts (a1 , a2 , a3 ) in fixed size (l, L, L) (e.g., size (160, 32, 32)). Let e be a key-value pair of
e ← (a1 , (a2 ⊕ p1i )||(a3 ⊕ p2i )). Now, the w-tree node is encrypted into the key-value pair e. This is repeated until
all w-tree nodes are encrypted. All pairs are stored into the hash table, which forms an encrypted index I . The
client finally outsources the encrypted database EDB =(I, D) to the cloud, where D is the set of files encrypted
by a CPA-secure scheme.
In this process, all nonconnection nodes and leaves of w-trees are put into the index for future efficient conjunctive
queries. Note that, all empty w-tree nodes are discarded, without requiring additional space to save the empty nodes.
A w-tree consumes O(|DB(w)| log2 n) space. Therefore, the index size of FB-tree-1 is O(N log2 n).
Encrypting a Datatable. If the input is a data table of a relational database, such as a MySQL table, each record
is converted into a data file with a unique file identifier which varies from 0 to n − 1. A record with u columns is
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Let T = Tf ul be an unencrypted FB-tree. Consider the following conjunctive query SSE system FB-tree1a=(Setup, Trapdoor, Search):
• Setup(T ):
1) K← KeyGen(1λ )
2) for all node ∈ T
a) v ← H1 (node.p0i ||FK (w))
b) partition v into (a1 , a2 , a3 )
c) e ← (a1 , (a2 ⊕S(node.p1i ))||(a3 ⊕ (node.p2i )))
d) update I ← I {e}
3) send EDB = (I, D) to the cloud
• Trapdoor(ϕ; K ):
1) parse ϕ as (w1 , w2 , · · · , wu )
2) Q ← FK (w1 ) ∧ FK (w2 ) · · · ∧ FK (wu )
3) send Q to the cloud
• Search(path, Q, EDB ):
1) initialize Pl = {}, Pr = {}
2) for all q ∈ Q
a) k ← H1 (path||q)
b) parse k as (a1 , a2 , a3 )
c) b ← EDB.I[a1 ]
d) parse b as
S(b2 , b3 )
e) Pl ← Pl S{b2 ⊕ a2 }
f) Pr ← Pr {b3 ⊕ a3 }
3) Get the longest path that contains all other paths from Pl , and let it be p1 , i.e., p1 ← L stem(Pl ).
If it does not exist, return ‘not found’.
4) If the length of p1 is L − 1, do the conjunctive query at the leaf node p1 . If this query returns true
(Φ(Q, p1 )), convert p1 to a file identifier and output a result.
5) If p1 is not null, then recursively invoke Search(p1 , Q, EDB )
6) Get the longest path that contains all other paths from Pr , and let it be p2 , i.e., p2 ← L stem(Pr ).
If it does not exist, return ‘not found’.
7) If the length of p2 is L − 1, do the conjunctive query at the leaf node p2 . If this query returns true
(Φ(Q, p2 )), convert p2 to a file identifier and output a result.
8) If p2 is not null, then recursively invoke Search(p2 , Q, EDB )
Algorithm I: conjunctive queries for FB-tree-1a.

considered as a file consisting of distinct keywords {‘attri : wi ’}i∈[1,u] , where each attri is the attribute name of
the record cell wi . Now, the above algorithm can encrypt the whole data table.
Trapdoor. To search over an FB-tree, a u-dimensional conjunctive query ϕ = w1 ∧ w2 · · · ∧ wu is encrypted into
Q = FK (w1 ) ∧ FK (w2 ) · · · ∧ FK (wu ) by the client. The query will be submitted to the cloud later. The goal of
the client is to get the resultset DB(Q) (i.e., DB(ϕ)).
Search. With the conjunctive search trapdoor Q, the cloud searches over I and returns a set of matched file
identifiers to the client. Before doing so, three algorithms are introduced for this work.
Φ(Q, path). This algorithm takes as input an encrypted conjunctive query Q, and a path to represent a keyword
tree node. This algorithm outputs whether this tree node matches query Q. Let qi be one of the subqueries of Q.
The value H1 (path||qi ) is partitioned into three parts (a1 , a2 , a3 ) in fixed sizes. If EDB.I[a1 ] is not null, then the
subquery returns true; otherwise, it returns false. The final result of this conjunctive query can be computed by
all the results of the subqueries. For example, if a tree node with a corresponding path ‘001’ contains keywords
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{a, b, c, d}, let Q = FK (a) ∧ FK (b) ∧ FK (c). Φ(Q,‘001’) returns true. In the special case, if this tree node is a
leaf, the query Q with a true result will yield a matched file identifier converted from the path.
This algorithm can be extended to support Boolean queries also. For example, in the above tree node, Φ((‘a’∨‘e’)∧‘d’,‘001’)
returns true.
L Stem(P ). Given a set of paths P , this algorithm outputs the longest path that contains all the other paths by leftaligned matching. This algorithm returns nothing if no paths are matched. For example, L Stem({‘01’,‘011’,‘0110’})
returns ‘0110’, but L Stem({‘01’,‘011’,‘010’}) returns nothing. To traverse from one tree node to another, a jump
of the longest path means the optimal shortcut that can be chosen.
S Stem(P ). Given a set of paths P , this algorithm outputs the longest stemming path that is a substring
of all the other paths by left-aligned matching. For example, S Stem({‘01’,‘011’,‘0110’}) returns ‘01’, and
S Stem({‘01’,‘011’,‘010’}) also returns ‘01’. To traverse from one tree node to another, the longest stemming
path means the maximally reduced search length.
Next, the recursive search algorithm over the FB-tree is defined as follows. Given an encrypted conjunctive query
Q, the cloud runs Q at the root first by the algorithm Φ(Q, pathr ), where pathr denotes the path of the root. For
each subquery in Q, the cloud obtains all left-side long branches P of all subqueries at this node. The cloud uses
L Stem(P ) to determine the next left-side path p1 to search. The right-side search is the same as the left-side
search, and it yields a node of path p2 to traverse. The cloud recursively conducts this until the search reaches a leaf
node whose path length is L − 1. Let the path of this leaf node be pathlf . Then, the cloud can use Φ(Q, pathlf )
to test whether this node is a matched result. If the function returns true, the cloud converts pathlf into an integer
as a file identifier and outputs a result. This continues recursively until all results are matched. Obviously, the
long branch that has reached a leaf does not need to be recomputed in a leaf node. For example, in Fig. 5, the
computation of testing whether keyword ‘a’ exists in leaf f0 is redundant since the left long branch at the root
directly shows that ‘a’ exists in this leaf.
Through all the jumps, the logarithmic search overhead (log n) is completely removed. The search complexity
does not rely on the number of files n.
Theorem 4.1 (FB-tree traversing). Let Tf ul be an unencrypted FB-tree. For any u-dimensional conjunctive query
ϕ = w1 ∧ w2 · · · ∧ wu to search over Tf ul , the search process can obtains all final results by traversing at most
u minw∈ϕ |DB(w)| w-tree nodes.
Proof: Consider the following two observations. First, a connection node of a w-tree may be P
a nonconnection node
of another w-tree. According to Feature 2 of the FB-tree, there are u w-trees and at most w∈ϕ (|DB(w)| − 1)
connection nodes involved in the conjunctive query. Note that, an FB-tree node is a logical concept that corresponds
to a set of w-tree nodes that have the same path value. Second, in the worst case, the search process will traverse at
most all w-tree connection nodes of a subquery wx , whose query result size is the smallest among {|DB(w)|}w∈ϕ . If
a searching thread reaches an FB-tree node that does not match the query, this thread completes immediately. Then,
the total number of traversed w-tree nodes is no more than u minw∈ϕ |DB(w)| (corresponding to minw∈ϕ |DB(w)|
FB-tree nodes).
In the special case, if u = 1, which denotes a single-keyword query, simply traversing only the connection nodes
of the w-tree and the root, the search will fetch all the final results.

B. Search Complexity of FB-tree-1a
According to Theorem 4.1, the search complexity of the u-dimensional conjunctive query is O(u minw∈ϕ |DB(w)|),
which is the nearly optimal search complexity of a conjunctive query SE system. Note that Theorem 4.1 shows
only the complexity of an unencrypted FB-tree. If it is encrypted by pseudorandom functions, the complexity is the
same as the original FB-tree, because the hash table has O(1) access time. In reality, since minw∈ϕ |DB(w)|  n,
the search complexity of FB-tree-1a is sublinear.
From the above, the logarithmic multiplicative overhead has been completely removed. If the load factor of the
hash table is not considered, the search time is independent of the total number of files. Furthermore, the load
factor of the hash table can be dynamically changed when the server is free. That is, to dynamically improve the
search efficiency, the cloud can enlarge the hash table by itself without learning any contents of the files.
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C. Boolean Queries over an FB-tree
Algorithm III is the extension of Algorithm I to support Boolean queries. For simplicity, a Boolean query is
converted to a conjunctive normal form (CNF) ϕ = ((w1,1 ∨ w1,2 ∨ · · · ) ∧ · · · ∧ (wu,1 ∨ wu,2 ∨ · · · )). FB-tree-1b
includes three algorithms, FB-tree-1b=(Setup, Trapdoor, CNFSearch).
Overview of FB-tree-1b. Recall that in a keyword tree, if a Boolean query matches a tree node, it implies that at
least a child tree node (left or right child) matches the Boolean query. Then, the search can be recursively performed
until it reaches the leaves.
Two types of jumping algorithms are involved in reducing the search length that begins from the root to leaves.
One is L Stem, which is used in the above conjunctive queries, and the other is S Stem, which is used for
disjunctive queries. Intuitively, a stemming path of a set of paths means that all individual terms of the disjunction
share the same traversed tree nodes to arrive in the potential target leaves. The shared tree nodes should be skipped
by jumping to the node of the longest stemming path. In summary, L Stem outputs the longest jump to a target
tree node for a conjunctive query, and S Stem outputs the longest jump to a target tree node for a disjunctive
query. A CNF query can use these two algorithms alternately.
An example. Fig. 6 presents a simple FB-tree of height L = 4 with two keywords, where file ‘010’ contains {‘a’,
‘b’}, and file ‘011’ contains only {‘b’}. All empty tree nodes are ignored. If searching for ‘a ∧ b’, the conjunctive
query has only two steps. 1) Access Root A. Since ‘(a)010’ is longer than ‘(b)01’, the next node will be ‘010’. 2)
Access the leaf ‘010’. Since ‘b’ is in this node, the search successfully outputs a result of ‘010’. If searching for
‘a ∨ b’, the disjunctive query has three steps. 1) Access the root A. Since ‘(a)010’ and ‘(b)01’ have stemming path
‘01’, the next node will be ‘01’. 2) Access node ‘01’, jumping over node ‘0’. 3) Access two nodes {‘010’, ‘011’},
and yield the final results.

A

L=4

a,b

(a)010
a,b

(b)01

(b)01
a,b
(b)011

(ab)010
a,b

b

010

011

Fig. 6: Example jumping algorithms
Setup. This algorithm is the same as FBTree-1a.Setup.
Trapdoor. Let the CNF query be the following form, ϕ = δ1 ∧ δ2 · · · ∧ δu , where each δi = wi,1 ∨ wi,2 · · · ∨ wi,v .
The client encrypts the query into Q = ∆1 ∧ ∆2 · · · ∧ ∆u , where each ∆i = qi,1 ∨ qi,2 ∨ · · · , and qi,j = FK (wi,j ).
∆i is called an encrypted disjunction of this CNF query. The client sends this query Q to the cloud for matching
results DB(Q) (i.e., DB(ϕ)).
CNFSearch. The CNF-search pseudocode in Appendix A (Algorithm III) is extended from Algorithm I by slightly
modifying the jumping algorithm in each tree node.
D. Search Complexity of FB-tree-1b
Compared with the conjunctive queries, the CNF queries need to process more disjunctions in each tree node.
If each disjunction ∆i is considered as a ‘term’, the CNF queries can still be viewed as conjunctive queries. In
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the worst case, the search process traverses all the tree nodes of the disjunction query, whose result set size is the
smallest among {|DB(∆1 )|, |DB(∆2 )|, · · · , |DB(∆u )|}. Let v denote the average number of disjunctive terms in
each disjunction. There are at most 2uv long branches to be processed in each FB-tree node. Then, the search
complexity of a u-dimensional CNF query is O(uv mini∈[1,u] |DB(∆i )|), which is also the nearly optimal search
complexity of a CNF-query SSE system.
V. FB- TREE -2: B OOLEAN QUERIES VIA O BLIVIOUS RAM
We propose FB-tree-2=(Setup, Search, Update), a new Boolean query system on oblivious RAM that reveals
almost nothing to the cloud in any operations (e.g., searches and updates). Although FB-tree-1 is highly efficient,
it still leaks the search and access patterns of individual queries. Therefore, stronger constructions should be built
to protect device privacy.
A. Sublinear Boolean Queries over Oblivious RAM
FB-tree-2 uses the FB-tree structure and oblivious maps to achieve both good searching/updating efficiency and
strong security.
Oblivious Maps. An oblivious map (OMAP) is a privacy-preserving data structure implemented with oblivious
RAM techniques that support certain types of operations such as reading and writing. OMAP aims to hide the name
and content of the sequence of operations performed on the data structure. The OMAP is secure on the condition
that for any same-length two possible arrays of actions, their resulting access patterns (i.e., the sequence of memory
addresses accessed) are indistinguishable. We use the OMAP implementation proposed in [35].
OMAP provides the following abstract data reading/writing APIs. The API v ← OM AP.read(k) denotes obliviously reading a value v from OM AP with the hash-key k, and the API OM AP.write(k, v) denotes obliviously
writing the key-value pair (k, v) into OM AP . Assume an FB-tree is fully stored in OM AP . That is, OM AP
stores N nonempty w-tree nodes. Note that, here N = O(N log n), where N is the number of keyword-document
pairs. In the state of the art [35], the data reading or writing time per operation is toram = O(log2 N), and each
operation requires roram = O(log N) rounds between the server and the client.
Setup. The setup procedure can be implemented within two steps. The client first initializes an oblivious map with
size O(N). Next, for each w-tree node (p0 , p1 , p2 )w in the FB-tree Tf ul , it invokes OM AP.write(p0 ||w, 1||p1 ||p2 )
to put the tree items into the OM AP , where ‘1’ is the indication to denote that the value has not been deleted and
0||p1 ||p2 means that this pair has been removed. The index-building time is O(toram · N log n). This solution still
requires O(roram · N log n) round interactions between the server and the client.
To easily build the index, the client can create an unencrypted oblivious RAM locally by batch insertion, and
next, it encrypts and outsources the server-side ORAM to the cloud. It preserves the client-side ORAM (i.e., the
stash) for building search/update queries. In [35], the stash takes O(log 2 N) client-side storage space.
Search. The Boolean search algorithm via oblivious RAM logically involves two stages, traversing and checking.
According to Theorem 4.1, accessing O(uv minδ∈ϕ |DB(δ)|) w-tree nodes, the search will get all pointers needed.
It then alternately uses L ST EM and S ST EM algorithms. When reaching a leaf, the search algorithm checks
whether this leaf matches the query and outputs a correct result if it returns success. The logical view and jumping
algorithms of the oblivious search are the same as those in FB-tree-1b.
The algorithm Search in FB-tree-2 shows the pseudocode to search for files over the oblivious RAM. Pl is the
set of left-side pointers of the current node for the Boolean formula ϕ, and Pr is the set of right-side pointers.
The algorithm choose(.) takes as input a set of pointers corresponding to the current FB-tree nodes, and outputs
the longest path that can be chosen, as stated in FB-tree-1b. For any Boolean formula ϕ = δ1 ∧ δ2 · · · ∧ δu ,
where each δi = wi,1 ∨ wi,2 · · · ∨ wi,v , the search of FB-tree-2 consumes O(toram · uv minδ∈ϕ |DB(δ)|) time
and requires O(roram · uv minδ∈ϕ |DB(δ)|) round interactions. In reality, since toram << n, roram << n, and
minδ∈ϕ |DB(δ)| << n, the Boolean search complexity is sublinear.
B. Oblivious FB-tree node Updates
This section presents a privacy-preserving dynamic update approach. In FB-tree-1, since the long branches (LBs)
should be modified when the corresponding connection nodes are changed, the naive update approach to modifying
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the encrypted pointers will induce extra leakage that violates the forward and backward privacy. We show, however,
that this challenge can be easily addressed via oblivious RAM.
To update a (w, id) pair, the w-tree can be obliviously modified through O(L) node modifications, where L is
the height of the tree, w is a keyword, and id is the corresponding file identifier. That is, only the corresponding
root-to-leaf nodes are involved, and other nodes remain the same. Adding a new (w, id) pair means that a new
connection node appears. Deleting an existing (w, id) pair means that only one connection node disappears. In the
deletion, if n > 1, only one connection node is changed into a nonconnection node according to Feature 2 of the
FB-tree. This node exists in the deepest position along all the root-to-leaf connection nodes. All the old pointers
that point to this node should be modified into new values.
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Fig. 7: Insertions via an oblivious RAM
An example. As shown in Fig. 7, the tree contains only one keyword and three files {‘000’,‘010’,‘101’} as well.
If a file {‘a’} at ‘100’ is inserted, only four tree nodes {A, B, C, D} are involved. Some LBs of {A, B, C, D}
should be modified to satisfy the FB-tree definition since node C turns into a connection node. The deletion can be
considered as the addition in reverse. If file (‘a’,‘100’) is deleted from the right-part of Fig. 7, node C is changed
into a nonconnection node.
The algorithm Update in FB-tree-2 gives the pseudocode to add a (w, id) pair with op=‘add’ and to delete a
(w, id) pair with op=‘del’. This algorithm mainly consists of two steps. First, it retrieves all the root-to-leaf LBs.
Second, it finds all the new connection nodes and rebuilds all the changed LBs.
The algorithm P ath(id, i) takes as input a file identifier id and the height of the node i in the root-to-leaf path
and outputs the path value of the current node. The algorithms Lef tP ointer and RightP ointer are used to rebuild
the long-branches involved in additions and deletions, respectively. Lef tP ointer takes as input the current node
value p0 and the new w-tree logical view after the update, and outputs the left LB of this node. The new w-tree
logical view can be constructed from the old items in OM AP and the (op, (w, id)) operation. RightP ointer is
similar to the left-side LB.
When a nonterminal w-tree node has two empty LBs after deletions, it should be logically removed since it
becomes an empty w-tree node. Note that, the code OM AP.write(k, 0||0||0) is used to delete an item by a hashkey k, simply marking the node as deleted. When reading the node, the search should first test whether this bit is
zero.
Given a (w, id) pair with op=‘add’ or op=‘del’, the update complexity of FB-tree-2 is O(toram · L) ≈ O(toram ·
log n). Updating a pair still requires O(log n log N) round interactions, assuming we use OM AP in [35] [2].
VI. S ECURITY A NALYSIS
In this section, all possible leakages of FB-tree-1 and FB-tree-2 are analyzed. Scheme security is formally proven
later.
A. Leakage Function
The leakage information L includes two parts: setup leakage L1 , which is leaked to the adversary from the index
and files in the setup stage, and query leakage L2 , which is leaked to the adversary in all search queries.
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Let Tf ul be an unencrypted FB-tree, and OM AP be a global oblivious map. FB-tree-2=(Setup, Search, Update)
is defined as follows:
• Setup(T = Tf ul , OM AP )
1) for all node ∈ T
a) parse node into ((p0 , p1 , p2 ), w)
b) invoke OM AP.write(p0 ||w, 1||p1 ||p2 )
• Search(path, ϕ = δ1 ∧ δ2 · · · ∧ δu , OM AP )
1) initialize Pl = {}, Pr = {}
2) read P ← {OM AP.read(path||wi,j )}i∈[1,u],j∈[1,v]
3) parse P as (Pl , Pr )
4) If path reaches a leaf, test whether path matches ϕ. If success, return a result; if failure, return ‘not
found’.
5) compute p1 ← choose(Pl )
6) If p1 is zero, return ‘not found’.
7) compute p2 ← choose(Pr )
8) If p2 is zero, return ‘not found’.
9) invoke Search(p1 ,ϕ,OM AP )
10) invoke Search(p2 ,ϕ,OM AP )
• Update(op, (w, id), OM AP )
1) Tup ← {}
2) P ← {P ath(id, i)}i∈[0,L−1]
3) Retrieve all nodes of P to determine the new connection nodes and new pointers.
4) f or all p0 ∈ P
a) invoke p1 ← Lef tP ointer(op, (w, id), p0 , OM AP )
b) invoke p2 ← RightP ointer(op, (w, id), p0 , OM AP )
c) if p1 is empty and p2 is empty
if op=‘del’, invoke OM AP.write(p0 ||w, 0||0||0).
else
S
insert Tup ← Tup {(p0 , p1 , p2 )w }.
5) invoke Setup(Tup , OM AP )
Algorithm II: encrypted Boolean queries via oblivious RAM for FB-tree-2.

Leakage of FB-tree-1. FB-tree-1 has the following leakages, (L1 , L2 ), where L1 appears in the setup stage, and
L2 the search stage.
L1 =Lsetup (I )={N, L}. Given an index I constructed from an FB-tree, this function outputs N, i.e., the number
of nonempty w-tree nodes, and L, i.e., the height of the FB-tree.
L1 =Lsetup (D)={n, {id0 , id1 , · · · }, {size0 , size1 , · · · }}. Given an encrypted file set D, this function outputs the
number of files n, the file identifiers ranging from 0 to n-1, i.e., {id0 , id1 , · · · }, and the sizes of outsourced files
encrypted by CPA-secure algorithms, i.e., {size0 , size1 , · · · }.
L2 =Lsearch (I, ϕ)={B(ϕ), SP, AP } ≈ {SP, AP }. This function takes as input the index I and a boolean query ϕ.
The function outputs three types of information: the logical operators B(ϕ) of ϕ (e.g., ∧, ∨), the search pattern SP ,
which indicates whether the same search was performed or not, and the access pattern AP , which is the set of file
identifiers matched by each query term of ϕ. Assume there is a two-dimensional array A that stores all the historical
Boolean query terms in order of arrival. For example, if the first Boolean query is x ∧ y , we have A[0][0] =‘x’ and
A[0][1] =‘y’. Formally, SP = {(i, j, k)|f or all i, j, k A[i][j] = ϕ[k]}, and AP = {DB(w)|f or all w ∈ ϕ}. Note
that the traversed paths in a search query are included in AP .
Leakage of FB-tree-2. The leakage of Loram contains two parts Loram =(N, nϕ , Nf , nf ). The first part (N, nϕ )
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comes from the FB-tree ORAM, where N is the total number of nonempty w-tree nodes in the tree, and nϕ is
the total number of memory accesses for a Boolean formula ϕ. The leakage of N is unavoidable because it is
related to the ORAM size. Exposing nϕ is also unavoidable in a sublinear ORAM scheme because the execution
time is proportional to this variable. The second part (Nf , nf ) comes from the usage of an oblivious file retrieving
scheme, where Nf is the number of file blocks, and nf is the number of file accesses for ϕ. Since N and Nf can
be constants, the leakage function is written as Loram ≈ (nϕ , nf ).
B. FB-tree Security
Theorem 7.1 (IND-CKA2 Security). If F is a pseudorandom function, and H1 is a random oracle, FB-tree-1 is
IND-CKA2 (L1 , L2 )-secure.
Proof: Scheme security is proven at a high level. Let us consider a simulator S1 that can use the leakage (L1 , L2 )
to adaptively simulate the adversary view, including historical queries, encrypted files, and encrypted index. S1
simulates the adversary’s view through three steps.
In step 1, S1 first simulates the encrypted index. S1 creates a simulated index, which is padded with random
values to the same size as the original index.
In step 2, S1 simulates encrypted files. S1 creates a set of simulated files filled with random values, where the
sizes and file identifiers are the same as the originals.
In step 3, S1 adaptively simulates the query FK (w), which is one of the trapdoors of the full Boolean query.
If the adversary queries the index the i times, the simulator simulates the trapdoor the i times. If this query has
appeared before, according to the search pattern Lsp , S1 uses this historical trapdoor for simulation. If the query
has not appeared in history, S1 generates a never used random value q ∗ using the same size as the original trapdoor
to simulate the original.
S1 now simulates the w-trees. According to the access pattern Lap , S1 learns DB(w), which can recover a w-tree
T . For each of the tree nodes in this w-tree, let the node be v , whose current node path is p0 , whose left long branch
is p1 , and whose right long branch is p2 . S1 randomly chooses a never used key-value pair stored in the simulated
hash table, and let this pair be (c∗1 , c∗2 ). S1 partitions c∗2 into two parts c∗a and c∗b , i.e., c∗2 =c∗a ||c∗b . Now, simulator S1
programs the random oracle H1 . S1 let the output of the random oracle H1 (p0 ||q ∗ ) be (c∗1 ||(c∗a ⊕ p1 )||(c∗b ⊕ p2 )).
Then, a w-tree node is simulated. S1 repeatedly programs the random oracle and chooses entries in the hash table
until all the w-tree nodes of T are simulated. S1 now has generated a simulated w-tree T ∗ . The simulated trapdoor
q ∗ yields the same outputs as the original trapdoor FK (w).
Simulator S1 simulates other parts of the Boolean query by using a similar approach as above.
According to the pseudorandom functions and CPA-secure algorithms, the simulated view, including the index,
the files, and the queries, and the original index, cannot be distinguished from the real view, including the files,
the index, and the queries, in polynomial time with non-negligible probability. This conclusion implies that the
adversary learns only (L1 , L2 ). Therefore, the theorem is proven.
Theorem 7.2 (ORAM Security). If OM AP is an oblivious map, FB-tree-2 is Loram -secure.
Proof: The security of FB-tree-2 is straightforward since the oblivious map was utilized in a black-box way. In
overall FB-tree-2 execution, the cloud observes only a sequence of positions, each chosen uniformly at random.
During the Boolean search, since each accessed location is statistically and computationally indistinguishable from
random, the server learns only the number of memory accesses nϕ for ϕ. Since all data files are also put into
the obliviously accessing memory, no access patterns are revealed in data file retrieving. Therefore, FB-tree-2 is
Loram -secure.
VII. P ERFORMANCE A NALYSIS
A. Experimental Methodology
The experiments consider three factors: 1) the Boolean query ϕ; 2) the distribution of the result set; 3) some
parameters including the number of files n, the number of keywords m, the number of keyword-document pairs
N , and the number of entries in the hash table N. Based on these considerations, several testing cases are used to
comprehensively evaluate the construction time, index size, and query time of FB-tree.
Datasets: Four datasets are chosen to evaluate the systems. The first dataset is the Enron email dataset [1], which
is also used in [13] and [23]. The Enron dataset contains 517,401 email files, where each file has size varying
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from 1 KB to 400 KB. For each document, the text contents are split by the space character, and then m = 26E5
distinct keywords are extracted. The second Gowalla dataset [9] consists of 6 millions records, where each record
is considered as a file, and the number of (w, id) pairs N is five times the number of records n. The other two
datasets come from the commonly-used MySQL sample databases. One is the world-city data table that consists
of 4,080 records, and the other is the Sakila-payment data table with 16,050 records.
For simplicity, the symbol DB(ϕ) = 15 denotes a query of the expression ϕ with 15 matched results. ‘F1a’
denotes FB-tree-1a, and ‘F2’ indicates FB-tree-2, assuming the index is loaded into memory before evaluations in
all the experiments.
Implementation Details: The experiments are conducted on a desktop computer running Windows 10 with 40 GB
memory and one Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-6700 CPU @ 3.40GHz processor. Blake2b is chosen as the pseudorandom
function. FB-tree-1 and FB-tree-2 are completely implemented in C++. We use the source code provided by Bost
in [2] to construct an oblivious map, which is also used in [39].
The height of the FB-tree L is set to 32. Therefore, the tree can hold 231 files at most. The bit length of the
pseudorandom function H1 is 160, and the bit length of the long branches equals 32. Each entry in the hash table
consumes 28 bytes. The maximum load factor of the hash table is set to α =80%. Therefore, given 16 GB memory
to build an in-memory FB-tree, the tree can be filled with N = 4.9E8 items at most.
Assuming the communication time in an ORAM can be ignored, we test only the computational overhead of FBtree-2, since the modern technique of hardware enclaves introduced in [38] will help us to handle the communication
overhead efficiently.
If the client has at least O(N log n) memory, it is not hard to build the in-memory tree. If the client is a resourceconstrained device, the tree is constructed as follows. First, the client creates an unencrypted inverted index DB
for all the files (assuming the client has enough disk space). Second, for each keyword w in dictionary W of DB ,
the client builds a w-tree from DB(w) and encrypts it. The client submits the encrypted key-value pairs to the
cloud in batch mode, with each group the same size.
B. Index Construction Evaluations
TABLE III: Index size evaluation
n
51E4
64E5
4080
16050

m
26E5
13E5
13E3
49E3

N
10E7
32E6
2E4
11E4

N
69E7
18E7
45E4
17E5

I
25 GB
6.7 GB
25 MB
100 MB

Dataset
FB-tree-1(Enron)
FB-tree-1(Gowalla)
FB-tree-1(MySQL w. city)
FB-tree-1(MySQL Sakila)

N means the number of entries in the hash table. N is the total number of keyword-document pairs. I is the encrypted index.

Testing results in Table III and Fig. 8 show that FB-tree-1 has a practical index size for all the datasets, where
Record 1 uses the full Enron dataset with 51E4 files, Record 2 uses the full Gowalla dataset with 64E5 data rows,
and Records 3 and 4 come from the MySQL sample databases. The FB-tree-2 construction consumes no more disk
space than that in FB-tree-1, as shown in Fig. 10(a).
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Fig. 10: Index construction of FB-tree-2
Fig. 9 and Fig. 10(b) show the indexing speed. All the experiments are performed by using a single thread. To
index the full Enron dataset, the indexing algorithm of FB-tree-1 takes 6,162 seconds with all disk access times
considered. The indexing speed of FB-tree-1 is almost 56,072 (w, id) pairs per second. The indexing speed of FBtree-2 is only 351 (w, id) pairs per second (in batch insertion mode), which is mainly determined by the efficiency
of OM AP . Optimizing the OM AP in [2] is left to our future work.
The data in Table III prove that MySQL data tables can be practically encrypted by using FB-tree-1. Encrypting
the whole sample database of Sakila requires only a few seconds, where 16 relational data tables are involved. An
encrypted keyword w at the tree node path has the form of FK (“dbN ame : tbN ame : clN ame : w : path”),
where dbN ame, tbN ame, and clN ame are the database name, the data table name, and the data-column name,
respectively.
C. Query Processing Evaluations
Conjunctive queries. The testing results in Fig. 11 show that the query times of FB-tree-1 and FB-tree-2 are
practically acceptable. Fig. 11 presents four lines, where ‘F1a,15’ denotes the query ‘x AND w’ with DB(w) = 15
and a variable selectivity of x, and so on. If DB(w) = 15, with the selectivity of x increasing from 1 to 1E5, the
query processing time of FB-tree-1a increases slightly. If DB(w) = 2000, the worst-case upper-bound query time
of FB-tree-1a is not large. Although FB-tree-2 is approximately two orders of magnitude slower than FB-tree-1,
the above conjunctive query takes only 100 ms, which is far better than the naive idea, downloading the whole
database and handling the query locally.
The testing results in Fig. 12 demonstrate that FB-tree is scalable in the number of query terms. Even if the
number of query terms reaches 1E5, the conjunctive queries with form ϕ = x AND (y1 AND · · · AND yu ), take
only 702 ms in FB-tree-1a, where u = 1E5, DB(x) = 2000, and each DB(yi ) = 15.
Fig. 14 demonstrates the high scalability of FB-tree-1. With the number of files growing from 1 million to 6
million, the query time increases little. This is due to the logarithmic search overhead that has been completely
removed.
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Boolean queries. The experimental results in Fig. 15 demonstrate the high scalability of FB-tree-1 and FB-tree-2
regarding Boolean queries. The Boolean queries are of the form ϕ=((a OR b) AND (x OR y)). This figure shows
that the Boolean query time is independent of the selectivity of (x OR y). Although FB-tree-2 uses an oblivious
RAM, it is still scalable when the selectivity of one disjunction is not large (e.g., DB(a ∨ b) = 15).
Sorting the data table. The key difference between an FB-tree and an inverted index is that the tree can be sorted
when initializing the index. Consider the following query ϕ = (x AN D y) in Fig. 13, where DB(x) = DB(y)
varies from 1 to 1E4 but DB(ϕ) = 1. In the best case, if the data table is sorted initially for the queried data
columns, all the results of each query term will be clustered together. The root-to-leaf search will complete quickly
after accessing several FB-tree nodes. In the worst case, if all the results are randomly distributed, the root-to-leaf
search will run step by step (with none of the logarithmic overhead). Since optimizing the index involves an NPhard problem of data file partition (DFPP) in [8] [40], we use a simple method of sorting the frequently queried
columns for the data table. Fig. 13 shows the advantage of data table sorting.
Data Updates. Fig. 16 demonstrates three points. First, the update time of FB-tree-2 is mainly determined by the
efficiency of OM AP either for additions or deletions. Updating a (w, id) pair over an ORAM of capacity 220 takes
357 ms. Second, additions perform almost the same as deletions since these two operations are indistinguishable in
an ORAM. Inserting or deleting a (w, id) pair will involve 32 FB-tree nodes since L = 32. Third, when a w-tree
is empty, it is easier to insert a (w, id) pair into OM AP , as shown in Fig. 16, where r = 2 denotes there are two
nonempty leaves in the w-tree.
FB-tree-1 appears to be a static index. Note that FB-tree-1 can still be updated after a search query since the
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cloud has the corresponding trapdoors. This feature of FB-tree-1 will help the cloud combine two w-trees that share
the same keyword into one w-tree with no additional leakage.
D. Compared with VBTree and Other Trees
Logarithmic search overhead. The key difference between FB-tree-1 and VBTree in [8] is the logarithmic search
overhead. As shown in Fig. 17 and Fig. 18, FB-tree is about one order of magnitude faster than VBTree when
1E6 files are inserted, either for a single-keyword query with 50 results returned in Fig. 17 or for a conjunctive
query with 50 identifiers matched in Fig. 18. The comparison is made on the same hardware environment, assuming
all the result sets are in the worst-case distribution. IBTree in [7] suffers not only logarithmic overhead but also
pseudorandom computational overhead due to Indistinguishable Bloom filters (IBFs). All the other trees still suffer
from this logarithmic search overhead (e.g., [3] [6]).
Leaf-to-leaf search. IBTree [7] has a leaf-to-leaf linked list. According to their design, a search can be performed
efficiently from one leaf to another step by step when its results cluster together. The leaf-to-leaf search is not
a good choice for a keyword tree since most of the results are distributed randomly due to encryption. On most
occasions, the leaf-to-leaf search will degrade to a linear scan even if the tree is optimized for searching depth. To
avoid this, the search should be performed from top to bottom with all possible jumps.
Index size. The KRB in [3] is inherently unscalable due to the padding in each tree node that makes its index size
increases when a large keyword space is provided, as has been deeply discussed in [7] and [8]. For example, a
keyword space of 1E6 keywords and 1E6 data files of KRB will consume approximately 64 TB disk space. IBTree
in [7] is unscalable for unstructured datasets. This stems from the fact that IBTree should pad all the tree nodes
(except the root) to the size of the largest file. According to the experimental data in [8], VBTree performs better
than KRB and IBTree in terms of index size. The index size of FB-tree is only 1.4 times as much as VBTree (if
L = 32).
Security. FB-tree-1, KRB, IBTree, and VBTree are all adaptively secure, yet PBTree [6] is non-adaptively secure.
Undoubtedly, FB-tree-2 is stronger than all the prior trees. Some comparisons are provided in Table I of the first
section.
VIII. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper, we present a four-branch tree structure and two SE algorithms for different security-efficiency
trade-offs. The first is highly efficient and adaptively secure at the cost of the leakage of the search and access
patterns, and the second is as strong as an oblivious RAM, but it sacrifices some performance. The designs were
tested on several real datasets. The experimental results show that the encryption schemes can gain much efficiency
from the FB-tree structure in smart cities.
For future work, we will further improve the performance of FB-tree-2 in reality, including reducing indexbuilding time and update time.
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A PPENDIX A
CNF-S EARCH A LGORITHM OF FB- TREE -1 B
Let Q = ∆1 ∧ ∆2 · · · ∧ ∆u be an encrypted CNF query, where each ∆i = qi,1 ∨ qi,2 ∨ · · · . The CNF query
algorithm over an encrypted FB-tree is defined as follows:
• CNFSearch(path, Q = ∆1 ∧ ∆2 · · · ∧ ∆u , EDB ):
1) initialize Pl = {}, Pr = {}
2) for all ∆i ∈ ∆1 ∧ ∆2 · · · ∧ ∆u
a) initialize Pil = {}, Pir = {}
b) for all qi,j ∈ ∆i
i) k ← H1 (path||qi,j )
ii) parse k as (a1 , a2 , a3 )
iii) b ← EDB.I[a1 ]
iv) if b does not exist, remove qi,j from ∆i , i.e., ∆i ← ∆i − {qi,j }
v) parse b asS(b2 , b3 )
vi) Pil ← Pil S{b2 ⊕ a2 }
vii) Pir ← Pir {b3 ⊕ a3 }
l
l
l
l
c) Get the longest
S l stemming path from Pi , let it be pi , i.e., pi ← S Stem(Pi ).
d) Pl ← Pl {pi }
r
r
r
r
e) Get the longest
S r stemming path from Pi , let it be pi , i.e., pi ← S Stem(Pi ).
f) Pr ← Pr {pi }
g) if |∆i | = 0, return ‘not found’.
3) Get the longest path that contains all other paths from Pl , and let it be p1 , i.e., p1 ← L Stem(Pl ).
If it does not exist, return ‘not found’.
4) If the length of p1 is L − 1, do the Boolean query at the leaf node p1 . If this query returns true
(Φ(Q, p1 )), convert p1 to a file identifier and output a result.
5) If p1 is not null, then recursively invoke CNFSearch(p1 , ∆1 ∧ ∆2 · · · ∧ ∆u , EDB ).
6) Get the longest path that contains all other paths from Pr , and let it be p2 , i.e., p2 ← L Stem(Pr ).
If it does not exist, return ‘not found’.
7) If the length of p2 is L − 1, do the Boolean query at the leaf node p2 . If this query returns true
(Φ(Q, p2 )), convert p2 to a file identifier and output a result.
8) If p2 is not null, then recursively invoke CNFSearch(p2 , ∆1 ∧ ∆2 · · · ∧ ∆u , EDB ).
Algorithm III: CNF queries for FB-tree-1b.
CNFSearch. Algorithm III gives the pseudocode to search for files over an FB-tree with CNF queries. The
algorithm mainly contains three parts: conduct the CNF query at a tree node; search for the left part and right part
longest paths to jump over more tree nodes; recursively invoke this algorithm at the left and right sides.
The cloud conducts the CNF query at the root first by applying algorithm Φ(∆1 ∧ ∆2 · · · ∧ ∆u , path), where
path=‘’ means the root node. For each disjunction ∆i , the cloud processes every disjunctive query. From these
queries, the cloud gets all the left-side long branches Pil in the current node, and gets all the right-side long
branches Pir in the current node. It computes the stemming path by algorithm S Stem, i.e., pli ← S Stem(Pil )
and pri ← S Stem(Pir ). The path pli or pri represents the jump destination to the left-side node or the right-side
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S
node for disjunctive
queries of ∆i , respectively. Next, it processes all conjunctive queries. Let Pl ← Pl {pli } and
S r
Pr ← Pr {pi }. It now has a set of paths Pl for the left-side subtree, and a set of paths Pr for the right-side
subtree. Get the longest path for the shortest search length in both left-side and right-side, i.e., p1 ← L Stem(Pl )
and p2 ← L Stem(P2 ). With these two paths, the cloud can recursively search the left-side node p1 and the
right-side node p2 . If a search process reaches a leaf whose path length is L − 1, the cloud should use the algorithm
Φ to test whether this CNF query matches the leaf. If it returns true, it outputs a file identifier converted from the
current path. Note that, if a long branch reaches a leaf, the corresponding disjunctive query should be removed
from Q to reduce the computations in step (4) Φ(Q, p1 ) and step (7) Φ(Q, p2 ).
If one disjunctive query qi,j of ∆i does not match a tree node, according to the definition of the keyword tree,
the left-side subtree and right-side subtree of this node certainly match nothing of qi,j . For more efficiency, this
disjunctive query should be removed from the full CNF query for the next searches, i.e., ∆i ← ∆i − {qi,j }.

